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Nearly 90 years ago, on March 4, 1933, a man rode in the back
of an open car and approached the Capitol of the United States. He
had a few things to say.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
had made a long journey to
this moment. He had been a
politician for a long time,
most recently as Governor of
New York, and one would have thought this approaching moment
of his inauguration as President of the United States was the
culmination of a long and inevitable journey.
But by 1933, our country was on a slide that had been triggered
by a market collapse in 1929, and all the acclaim and cheering that
moved Roosevelt’s limousine down Pennsylvania Avenue could
not hide how deeply and broadly people were hurting. The people
lining the roadways waving their hands and shouting his name, the
Very Important Persons shaking his hand and waving him to the
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podium, the honor of standing opposite the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court and being administered the oath of office—none of
that could take his mind
off his journey.
The acclamation and
honors turned to serious,
focused listening as
Roosevelt’s hand, still
warm from resting on First Corinthians 13 as he took his oath, now
turned pages of words that needed to be said. All that cheering
could not make his words any easier to swallow.
The comfort of
being reminded that
“the only thing we have
to fear…is fear itself”
could not obscure the
reality that Roosevelt
was calling for the domestic equivalent of war on the stagnant
conditions and laissez-faire attitudes that had caused great human
suffering in the early days of the Depression. The willingness to put
Roosevelt in charge of fixing everything would not, in fact, fix
everything.
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Roosevelt called for people to recognize their own power to
walk with him. He called for everyone who was hurting to
recognize their common ability to be themselves, to work together
to heal what was broken, and above all, to recognize their mutual
responsibility to be good neighbors.1i
Once the people listening to Franklin Roosevelt recognized him
as a neighbor, great things began to happen. A great journey had
begun.
>>>
Now, I think that the grand procession of President and Mrs.
Roosevelt was necessary on that March day. The thing about grand
entrances is that they raise hope, and they raise anticipation.
Whether it’s a presidential inauguration or a first birthday
party, we need and expect ritual. We need a little “pomp and
circumstances” to tell our hearts that something is about to happen
that will change us. Without it, the occasion often goes unnoticed.
We expect our hopes to be raised and our anticipation to rise
when the pageantry is upon us. And we also know that, by
themselves, hope and anticipation do not accomplish anything.

1

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, “First Inaugural Address of Franklin D. Roosevelt; Saturday, March 4,
1933,” given at The Capitol, Washington, D.C., public domain; on The Avalon Project: Documents in Law,
History and Diplomacy, Yale Law School, New Haven, Conn. Avalon Project ©2008 Lillian Goldman Law
Library. https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/froos1.asp Retrieved from the Web 3/27/2021.
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They are the precursors, the energy, the juice that gets us to listen
and to act. On their own they don’t really do anything—except to
open our eyes to what is about to happen.
Starting a hard task with some ceremony, beginning the job
with an exercise to raise our hopes and raise our
anticipation…that’s what gives us what we need to get started. It’s
when we hear the hard words, when we face the actual situation,
that we begin to embrace our mission.
>>>
And so, today, we read Luke’s account of Palm Sunday. When
Luke tells us that Jesus and his entourage are climbing the steep
road up the Mount of Olives…well, we want to cheer. “Here he
comes!” “Hooray!”
And in adding our cheers to the warm welcome of the people at
Bethphage and Bethany, we become part of the group that has been
gathering around Jesus since he began this particular trek along
that well-trod road. A kind of posse has gathered around Jesus on
his journey. Luke says that periodically they start cheering and
singing and chanting. You could say they are a simple cheering
section, but I think of them more like a Greek chorus, popping up
at key moments in the story to add context to what is happening.
They act as witnesses to the work of God through Jesus, not as an
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ego booster but more like a directional sign, pointing the way to
the bigger thing that is happening.
This journey through the villages overlooking Jerusalem is
another occasion to celebrate everything they’ve seen and
experienced. Jesus may have chosen a ride that could not be less
like a limousine, but the raucous demonstration acclaims him as
royalty. The crowd is full of hope and anticipation.
—And then, it happens. His colt rounds a corner, and Jesus is
face to face with Jerusalem. The sight of the city brings him to
tears. It’s not relief that journey’s end is in sight, nor is it joy that he
has once again completed the trip that he knew so well from his
childhood and the annual pilgrimages with family and friends.
The tears are those of recognition. This city is on the verge of
devastation, and Jesus’ hard work is just about to begin.
>>>
Those tears of recognition carry us into the mystery that we call
Holy Week. If you’ve been following along, you know that this is
where the journey has been leading us: to Jerusalem, to a
transformed ritual meal, to moments of truth and anguish, and
toward a borrowed tomb not far from the Mount of Olives.
In seeing Jerusalem, we recognize with Jesus that the hard work
has begun. Every step brings Jesus closer to his destiny. And we are
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not here for the cheering and the chants, though they give us hope
and we anticipate something great will happen.
In this moment, at a bend of the path on the Mount of Olives,
we are offered a glimpse beyond shouts and stones. With Jesus we
see the future and the hard work that he is about to engage. We
recognize that Jesus is not a king as we understand him, but an
aspect of God who shares our human nature as he offers divine
redemption.
Even while our neighbors anticipate Easter as a nice spring day,
we recognize Jesus on Palm Sunday. Recognizing him on Palm
Sunday is the portal to recognizing the hard work of salvation he
accomplished in this Holy Week. Recognizing him on Palm
Sunday is the doorway to recognizing Easter Day as the day we give
thanks for his intercession.
>>>
It’s not surprising that our neighbors see Easter as that day of
candy and eggs and bunnies and bonnets. I would not begrudge
anyone that pleasure, because it is one of the clues to God’s
creation delights that await the curious heart’s inquiry.
But you are here on Palm Sunday. And it is on this day, in this
moment, that we recognize Jesus as God and humanity bound into
one figure, and that figure bound to a mission of salvation.
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Recognizing Jesus in that way makes Easter a joyful celebration
from the heart.
Witness the hard and great work we commemorate in this Holy
Week. With gratitude for Jesus, our Savior. Amen.
i

All photographs are by the United States Government and are in the public domain.
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